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“The Fix Extended Play” brings you the best in music today in a weekly half hour anthology that
incorporates chapters from Current TV's music programming. 

  

This week’s Fix EP is packed with helpful information for aspiring film directors, anyone in need
of Hip Hop history lessons and those who can''t wait for Portishead's new album to be released!

  

First, the Fix walks the dog with Moby and learns about his new album and his aim to help
struggling film auteurs. And later we sit in on a rare interview with trip hip-hop legends,
Portishead, as they discuss their upcoming Current Music Event - "Portishead in Portishead".

  

Guitar Goddess and Golden Globe Nominee, Kaki King, guest hosts the Daily Fix and turns us
on to an exciting new band from Germany.  

  

And there are many more surprises from the world of Hip Hop including Houston hip hop rapper
Paul Wall and Wax Poetics Magazine.

  

Hosted by Douglas Caballero, the resident host of television’s first music blog “The Daily Fix,”
“The Fix Extended Play” will provide viewers with a comprehensive and unique look at the world
of new music and rock journalism every week.  Each segment will profile an up-and-coming
band, highlight new album releases for the week, showcase viewer-created music segments
and report on the latest music headlines from around the world.
 
In addition, the show will also feature highlights from Current’s resident music programs
including “The Daily Fix,” “The Current Fix” and “Current Playlist.”

  

Emmy award-winning Current TV has been the world's leading peer-to-peer news and
information network since its inception in 2005. Current is the only 24/7 cable and satellite
television network and Internet site produced and programmed in collaboration with its
audience. Current connects young adults with what is going on in their world, from their
perspective, in their own voices. 
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With the launch of Current.com, the first fully integrated web and TV platform users can
participate in shaping an ongoing stream of news and information that is compelling, authentic
and relevant to them. 

  

Current pioneered the television industry's leading model of interactive viewer created content
(VC2). Comprising roughly one-third of Current's on-air broadcast, this content is submitted via
short-form, non-fiction video "pods". Viewer Created Ad Messages (VCAMs) are also open to
viewer's participation. 

  

Current is now viewed in the U.S. and U.K. in more than 51 million households through
distribution partners Comcast (Channel 107 nationwide), Time Warner (nationwide), DirecTV
(channel 366 nationwide), Dish Network (channel 196 nationwide), Sky (channel 193) and
Virgin Media Cable (channel 155). 

  

“The Fix Extended Play” airs Tuesday at 10pm/1am ET and 7pm/10pm PT and you always
catch it online http://current.com/fix
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